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Present like a Pro: Presenting expert insight to non-expert audiences 
Scenario: Jane, a physics major working with lasers, wants to show her friend Mike, a biology major, how 
a new laser in her lab worked. She invites Mike over to her lab, a room filled with lots of complex 
machines. When they get to Jane’s lab table, Jane proceeds to take the laser apart and explain each major 
component. Jane goes into the technical details of each component of the laser that she had learned. As 
Mike becomes less and less interested, his eyes wander to the other machines in the room and eventually he 
stops paying attention altogether.  

• So, what happened? What do you think Mike expected when he came into the lab? What would Mike 
like to see and learn about lasers?  

• What if Mike were an administrator? Personnel and finance?  

“Whoa!” and “So what?”: Genre shift from expert research to the public 

Wonder Appeal – Make the audience say “Whoa!” Emphasize surprising, exciting, awe-inspiring 
discoveries. 

Application Appeal – Answer the audience’s “So what?” Emphasis on human impact and the value to 
society great or small.  

Identify key complex concepts 

 Which concepts must your audience know to understand your project? 

Select several complex concepts and strategically design adaptations based on your audience’s interests and 
values.  

Design wonder and application appeals to draw them in and use the adaptation strategies below to explain 
these concepts. 

Adaptation Strategies:  

Narration – Stories are the most basic way humans form knowledge and identity. Even scientists use 
stories to relate to audiences. Emphasize characters, action, and conflict to connect audiences with the 
subjects of your work on a more personal and memorable level.  

Example – Say we’re explaining the concept of bioluminescence. We could go straight into what’s 
happening at the cellular level to make an organic compound emit light. Instead, we could begin with a 
description of a summer night lit with fireflies.  

Comparison: Cells are like a factory; the immune system is the body’s police force. 

Astronomer Johannes Kepler reimagined the cosmos: “My aim in this is to show that the celestial 
machine is to be likened not to a divine organism but rather to a clockwork.”  

Analysis – Breaking something complex into its component parts. A historian may provide insight into the 
first shot of the Civil War at Fort Sumter, breaking that first mortar shot into chains of events that led up to 
that moment. A biologist may break a dinoflagellate’s life cycle into 15 stages. 
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